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SPIN ZONE

SWING ZONE

ROLLER SLIDE WITH DIGNITY EXIT

STANDALONE PLAYGROUND EQUIPMENT
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SLOPE PLANTING AND CLIMBING

HEARING

SIGHT

TACTILE
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Function and Play value
The Moiré Disc is an exciting and
surprising perception game.
First the front, transparent disc is turned,
so that the pattern of each disc lies
exactly on top of the other. If it is turned
a little further, the lines appear to swell,
where the front and back discs still run
almost parallel, the angle becomes larger,
the lines decrease in size. Thus, the eyes
can visualise the connection between the
R Ä Tareas
E –Gnew
Mpatterns
B H ·andDlines
-83
darker
appear. If it is turned further, movements
and new movement directions are
created: a tremor flows through the disc
like a tremolo in music, e.g. in church
music, or in organ tones, or the „Dies
irae“. The distance between the tones
is used to create chords. This can also be
seen with waves in the water, where the
superposition of waves either cancels out
the wave swells or, conversely, transforms
them into giant waves. Superpositions
of waves can be calculated in optics,
acoustics and fluid dynamics using the
same formula. Therefore, this is about a
universal phenomenon which contributes
to perceptual understanding.
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Suitable
- for kindergartens, waiting areas, music
schools, public buildings, reception
Function and play value areas, training and recreational
areas of companies, seminar centres,
Stretching, elongating, distorting
body
hospitals, doctor's surgeries, therapy
contours: The Distorting Mirror
allows
gardens,
zoological and botanical
gardens

10/15

Design: W. Graubner according to H. Kükelhaus

observers to experience their own body
in completely different shapes and
figures. Convex, concave or convex at the
top and concave at the bottom and vice
Chimes
versaDance
– the Distorting
Mirror provides
both young and old with a variety
of possibilities to explore themselves
with an unusual appearance. Sensory
perception and fantasy are promoted
in an entertaining way and the transformation of your own self and that of
other people can be experienced with a
10.14100 for wall attachment
sense of enjoyment – laughter
included.
Whether installed in pedestrian zones,
in front of or in public buildings, schools
or companies or in leisure areas, a group
of Distorting Mirrors serves as a focal
point and magnet that really holds your
attention.

medium / tubular bells

Vandalism

not vulnerable

Moiré Disc
graubner Play Stations for
Developing the Senses

Vandalism

vulnerable in
non-supervised
areas

Supervision

not necessary

Explanation Board recommended
Installation

indoors and outdoors

Safety check
(EN 1176)

not necessary

Installation in
concrete

possible

10.14000
51

© Richter Spielgeräte GmbH

Acoustic effect

10.14005 support made of stainless steel

Fundamental characteristics
- surprising reflections
- promotion of visual perception
- stimulus for communication, social
experiences
Suitable
- for all age groups from 4 years
- for entrance areas of public buildings,
schools, companies
- for pedestrian zones
for public places
leisure areas, parks
in waiting areas such as in bus stations,
railway stations etc.

FROM SENSORY GARDEN IN MAINE

9.06000
Design and Copyright
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Distorting Mirror

9.10600
611

Final elements will be similar to and selected from range of elements shown.
Refer to overall plan for quantity.

SENSORY WALK ZONE
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SMELL/TASTE

Background & Context
The design of Danehy Park has a number of influences including universal design, site context and
history, and local artisans. The proposed playground pieces will be installed on a landfill in a dense
urban condition. The safety surfacing will be poured-in-place rubber for maximum accessibility and
creative use of colour in the space.
The site of the Danehy Park playground is the former site of the New England Brick Company, and
the design of the playground equipment is inspired by this. The conceptual design up until this point
divides the playground into junior and senior areas. The play feature for older children is inspired by
a round kiln structure. The junior area design reflects the drying sheds where bricks would be stored.

THE KILN
5-12 PLAY STRUCTURE
THE DRYING SHED
2-5 PLAY STRUCTURE
23

Senior Play Area
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Junior Play Area

EXPAND INTO THESE
AREAS AS NEEDED

SPACIAL ARRANGEMENT
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DANEHY PARK
PLAYGROUND CONCEPT
CAMBRIDGE, MA

SENIOR AND JUNIOR PLAY AREAS
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PLAYGROUND
SCHEMATIC DESIGN

Senior Area: The Kiln
Key P lay Features:
This structure draws on the architectural language of the
industrial Kiln used to fire bricks. This structure has a real
presence; in fact, it takes 4 united towers to create this 20’+
diameter footprint. A diverse range of abilities and challenges
are considered in the play experience. The highest challenge
feature is the red-roped chimney climber at the center of the
Kiln. Children can weave their way up from the ground to
the net loft with mid-level breaks of flex-form along the way.
For kinetic play, kids can slide down the double wide slide
or monkey up and down the sliding bars. For intermediate
climbers there is a rung ladder and sloped climbing wall. For
the most gradual ascent kids could scramble up the big-stack
“bricks” wedged into the side of the slope by the bridge. Not
only could the “troll play” under the bridge be the start of a
fantastic game of “the floor is lava” but it’s also conducive to
social or quiet play away from the more rambunctious main
level. A surprise element of sensory play in the design is the
randomized talk-tube network that links to a single “control
station” where kids could communicate secret messages to
kids in the loft, on the ground, and in places they can’t even
see.
This Kiln pushes much of play to either the center of the
structure or the perimeter to allow a comfortable 5’ clearance
all the way around. Ample head clearance is built in for
children and caregivers. A transfer station is located at the
top of the slide and between the two bridges.
The cladding on the exterior will be spaced 2-3” to let diffused
sunlight in as well as give ample transparency for caregivers.

DANEHY PARK
CAMBRIDGE, MA
SENIOR PLAY AREA
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Senior Area:
The Kiln

Senior Area: The Kiln

Earthscape built structure conveying permeability and a similar
scale of The Kiln Structure

Earthscape built structure conveying permeability of structures

DANEHY PARK
CAMBRIDGE, MA
SENIOR PLAY AREA
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Senior Area:
The Kiln

Senior Area: The Kiln

DANEHY PARK
CAMBRIDGE, MA
SENIOR PLAY AREA
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Senior Area:
The Kiln

Junior Area: Drying Shed
Key P lay Features
The Drying Shed concept for the junior play area reflects the original design intent that has been developed until this point. A
covered bridge from the top of the slope leads to the one-level drying shed structure. The bridge is offset to allow a clear path
to the slide at the opposite end of the structure and leave nearly half of the interior space free for play. A partial net floor with an
opening allows access from below. Flexible rubber sling seats at different heights offer non-prescriptive play. A solid wood ladder
and net climber offer additional points of access to the platform. A 3’ slide is a fun means of egress down to the lower play area.

DANEHY PARK
CAMBRIDGE, MA
JUNIOR PLAY AREA - OPTION 1
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Junior Area:
Drying Shed

Junior Area: Train Car
Key P lay Features
The Train Car concept is proposed as an alternative to the Drying Shed
concept for the junior play area. It was inspired by the below image that
illustrates trains as instrumental in transporting bricks ready for use on
construction sites. An open bridge leads to the train car; a partial net floor
in the interior allows access around it to the double roller slide at the end
of the structure. Like the drying shed structure, the train car also features
interior flexible rubber sling seats over the net floor. A solid wood ladder
offers access from ground level on one side. The opposite side features
a large diameter rope bridge connected to a small log jam with a net for
additional playability outside of the train car.

DANEHY PARK
CAMBRIDGE, MA
JUNIOR PLAY AREA - OPTION 2
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Junior Area:
Train Car

NORTH

SENSORY HILLSTOP
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NUVU PLAY FEATURE
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DOMINIC KILLIANY
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POTENTIAL ART APPLICATION:
ENTRANCE SIGNAGE
BENCHES
GROUND PLANE APPLICATION

DOMINIC KILLIANY - POTENTIAL ART INTEGRATION
14
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POTENTIAL ARTLOCATIONS
APPLICATION: FOR ART
POTENTIAL
ENTRANCE SIGNAGE

APPLICATION:
SEATWALLS
- SEATWALLS
BENCHES

GROUND
PLANE APPLICATION
- BENCHES
PARK INFRASTRUCTURE

- PAVEMENT MARKINGS
- PARK INFRASTRUCTURE

POTENTIAL ART LOCATION EXAMPLES
CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSAL PLAYGROUND
DOMINIC’S
ART
|
02/03/2020
DOMINIC KILLIANY - POTENTIAL ART INTEGRATION
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SENSORY ZONE
SENSORY ZONE

ACTIVE PLAY

ACTIVE PLAY

PASSIVE PLAY

ACTIVE PLAY

REFUGE ZONE
SOCIAL ZONE

DOMINIC KILLIANY - POTENTIAL THEME CURATION
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SPRAY DECK EQUIPMENT
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MANUFACTURER

A

SOLO SPURT

WATERPLAY

B

SPLIT SPURT

WATERPLAY

C

GEYSER

WATERPLAY

D

MISTY MOUNTAIN

WATERPLAY

E

TIDAL WAVE

WATERPLAY
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STEADY STREAM

WATERPLAY
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H

ACTIVATION
BOLLARD

WATERPLAY

TIP: Cluster ground sprays together to create exciting water
experiences for users of all abilities. Ground sprays are a
perfect addition to any play zone and create natural gathering
areas for exploration and communal play.

MISTY MOUNTAIN
TIP: Cluster ground sprays together to create exciting water
experiences for users of all abilities. Ground sprays are a
perfect addition to any play zone and create natural gathering
areas for exploration and communal play.
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PLAY ZONES
0-4

5-8

low flow

9+

social play

This angled ground spray feaures two streams
of water, creating a tunnel and encouraging
waterplayers to consider spatial awareness.

ultra
low flow
nozzle

5-8

spatial awareness

HIGHLIGHTS
This ultra low flow nozzle creates a refreshing
misting spray effect that tickles the senses.
•
•
•

Ground Sprays

misting spray effect

1. 800. 590. 5552 (USA & CAN ) | +1 (250) 712. 3393 (I N T L)
info@waterplay.com | w w w . w a t e r p l a y . c o m

For full product specifications, please refer to component written specification document. Due to our continuing product improvement program, Waterplay® Solutions Corp. reserves the right to change specifications without notice. All plans & designs at all
times remain the property of Waterplay or are used under license and cannot be used or reproduced without written permission.

R UN THR OUGH OR
SNEAK UNDER !
TIP: Place Tidal Wave ground sprays in a line to create a tunnel
wave effect entertaining for users of all ages.

PLAY ZONES
0-4

5-8

Flush-to-grade
No pinch points
Durable, anti-galling acetal nozzle

WATER DISPLAY

Find flexibility with playPHASE™

Easily phase, swap, update or remove features throughout your
project lifecycle. The universal, flush-to-grade playPHASE base is
compatible with geyser sprays (low, medium and high), winter cap
and freestanding features.

PLAYPHASE™ GEYSER (HIGH)

HIGHLIGHTS

social play

Featuring ultra low flow, the Solo Spurt is the
perfect nozzle for those looking for classic play
value that considers water conservation.

17••
•

Flush-to-grade
No pinch points
Durable, anti-galling acetal nozzle

PLAY ZONES
5-8

9+

HIGHLIGHTS

interchangeable
social play

An exciting ground spray with the added ability
to interchange with other Waterplay® features!
Plan for the future with the playPHASE™ Geyser.

SPLASH PAD

PRODUCT COLLECTION

•
•
•

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSAL PLAY

Flush-to-grade
No pinch points
Durable, anti-galling acetal nozzle

social play

9+

HIGHLIGHTS

•
•
•

0-4

1. 800. 590. 5552 ( U S A & C A N ) |
info@waterplay.com | w w w . w a t e r p l a y . c o m

spatial awareness

An even bigger version of the popular Wave, the
Tidal Wave encourages spatial awareness while
making a BIG impact on the play pad!

PLA CE
A NY WHER E!

Final elements will be similar to and selected from ultra
range
offlow
elements
low
(≤ 2 GPM shown.
/ 8 LPM)
+
0-4
5-8
9+
Refer to overall plan for quantity.

FUL L WAV E
EFFEC T
+1 ( 250) 712. 3393 ( I N TL)

TIDAL WAVE
18 WATE R
S TR EA M S

PLAY ZONES

gentle water effect

PRODUCT COLLECTION

Ground Sprays

For full product specifications, please refer to component written specification document. Due to our continuing product improvement program, Waterplay® Solutions Corp. reserves the right to change specifications without notice. All plans & designs at all
times remain the property of Waterplay or are used under license and cannot be used or reproduced without written permission.

SOLO SPURT

(≤ 2 GPM / 8 LPM)

Flush-to-grade
No pinch points
Durable, anti-galling acetal nozzle

PRODUCT COLLECTION

multi-directional, angled spray effect

ultra low flow
social play

TRA N S FO R M YO U R S PA C E
W I TH P L A P H A S E ™ !

WATER DISPLAY

TIP: Cluster ground sprays together to create exciting water
experiences for users of all abilities. Ground sprays are a
perfect addition to any play zone and create natural gathering
areas for exploration and communal play.

+

9+

w a t e rp l a y ® s o l u t i o n s c o rp .

Flush-to-grade
No pinch points
Durable, anti-galling acetal nozzle

w a t erp la y ® s olu t ion s c orp .

0-4

WATER DISPLAY

HIGHLIGHTS

•
•
•

(≤ 10GPM / 38LPM)

PLAY ZONES

PRODUCT COLLECTION
Ground Sprays

angled spray effect

w a t e rp l a y ® s o l u t i o n s c o rp .

big water effect

PRODUCT COLLECTION
Ground Sprays

1. 800. 590. 5552 ( U S A & C A N ) | +1 ( 250) 712. 3393 ( I N TL)
info@waterplay.com | w w w . w a t e r p l a y . c o m

For full product specifications, please refer to component written specification document. Due to our continuing product improvement program, Waterplay® Solutions Corp. reserves the right to change specifications without notice. All plans & designs at all
times remain the property of Waterplay or are used under license and cannot be used or reproduced without written permission.

PRIMARY PLAYGROUND ENTRANCE SIGNAGE
WAY FINDING SIGNAGE
PLAYGROUND WAY FINDING BOARD AND INFORMATIVE SIGNAGE

SECONDARY PLAYGROUND ENTRANCE SIGNAGE
COMMUNICATION BOARD
COMMUNICATION BOARD TO BE CUSTOMIZED FOR UNIVERSAL PLAYGROUND PLAY
ELEMENTS

QR CODES
USE OF QR CODES ON SITE SIGNAGE TO POINT TO RELEVANT CAMBRIDGE CITY
INFORMATION

PLAYGROUND SIGNAGE
18
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